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Now Available: Order Bumper Stickers Online

Custom Bumper Stickers Now Available Online From Lightning Labels

Denver, CO (PRWEB) June 07, 2016 -- Premium Vinyl Bumper Stickers Now Available

Lightning Labels today announced the new ability to purchase bumper stickers online through its website.
Lightning Labels will now provide bumper stickers in two shapes - oval and rectangle - four sizes and one
material, premium white vinyl. Election season, the end of the school year, summer camp starting, charities and
season sports activities combine to increase demand for bumper stickers, and users will now be able to access
customizable options on the website.

The minimum quantity starts at 50 bumper stickers, which can be helpful when canvassing larger areas and
targeting a higher volume of consumers.

Bumper Stickers Online
Today's markets and political competitions are increasingly fast-paced, meaning that marketing teams and
managers need 24/7 access to products and services to fuel their projects. Lightning Labels has made its bumper
sticker services available on a 24/7 basis for small or bulk bumper sticker orders to fit these types of modern
demands.

"Bumper stickers are great as sales collateral, promotional assets and political campaigning alike, which makes
them especially popular in years such as this one," Lightning Labels Director of Business Development
AnneMarie Campbell affirmed. "Our new option to order these items online at any time of day will be helpful
to a range of potential and existing customers. The service will also provide customers with the ability to
customize various aspects of their bumper stickers."

Customers can order bumper stickers through the existing quote process on www.lightninglabels.com, and
support is also available for customers who have questions upon using the service for the first time. Designs,
shapes and materials will be adjustable like many of the other services the firm offers.

Speedy Turnaround on Orders
In addition to offering the ability to purchase these custom bumper stickers at any time, Lightning Labels boasts
lightning-fast turn times. This helps get bumper stickers where they need to be when they need to be there.

Customers can look through the various material options and other opportunities to customize the items through
a user-friendly online platform.

About Lightning Labels:
Lightning Labels uses state-of-the-art printing technology to provide affordable, full-color custom labels and
custom stickers of all shapes and sizes. From small orders for individuals to the bulk needs of big businesses,
Lightning Labels is equipped to handle and fulfill custom label and sticker projects of all types. Best of all, like
the name implies, Lightning Labels provides a quick turnaround for every customer's labeling needs. Uses for
Lightning Labels' custom product labels and custom stickers include food packaging and organic food labels,
wine and beverage labels, bath and body labels, and nutraceutical products, such as vitamins, essentials oils,
and herbal remedies, as well as event stickers, adhesive window stickers and more. Lightning Labels strongly
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supports the development of environmentally friendly printing materials and carries EarthFirst PLA, a new kind
of green label material made from corn instead of petroleum. While operating as a high-tech printer, Lightning
Labels prides itself on its personalized customer service. Lightning Labels provides one stop shopping for all of
your custom label needs. For more information and to place orders online, visit www.LightningLabels.com. For
the latest in packaging news and labeling promotional offers, find Lightning Labels on Twitter
(@LightningLabels), Facebook, Pinterest, Google+ and LinkedIn
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Contact Information
AnneMarie Campbell
Lightning Labels
http://https://www.lightninglabels.com/
+1 2035953119

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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